
A balanced table should:

• Not be symmetric in terms of terrain (there should be an upside of having to deploy first).
• Be covered by 33-50% of terrain.
• 1/3 of the terrain should be blocking, 1/3 severe, 1/3 should provide cover.

Description of the main generic terrains

Terrain
Ht unless 

otherwise told 
by TO

Blocking Climbable Dense Enclosed 
Hard 
Cover

Hazardous Impassable Severe
Soft 

Cover
Stops 

Pushes
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Forest areas 5 X X X X

Miscellaneous obstacles 
(crates, giant mushrooms, 
trees…)

5 X X X X

Rough terrain area (rumbles, 
crop field, torrent, shallow 
water, swamp…)

0 X X

Deep water 0 X X

Caustic pools, burning ashes 
or other fog generating 
damaging terrain areas

0 X X X X

Trapped areas, piranha pools, 
other damaging terrain areas

0 X X
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Buildings, Vehicles Ruins 5 X

Only via 
stairs, 

ladders or 
other 

climbing 
access

If entering 
is allowed

X X X Enclosed part

Vantage points (roof tops, 
stairs, bridges…)

As per real Ht 
(rounded down 
to the closest 

integer)

If below 
roof or 
canopy

If inside the 
player's 

deployment 
zone and if 
accessible 
through 

climbable 
terrain
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s Walls and other 
metal/stone/brick linear 
obstacles

1 X

You cannot 
stand on 
the linear 
obstacle.

X You cannot 
stand on the 

linear 
obstacle.
+1’’ to go 
through 

X

Fences (metal or wood) and 
other non-damaging linear 
obstacles

1 X X

Barbed wires and other 
damaging linear obstacles

1 X X



Terrain traits

Trait Description

Blocking
Objects with the blocking trait cannot be seen through, and therefore block LoS if the Ht of the terrain is equal to or greater
than the Ht of the models attempting to see through it.

Climbable

Models may move vertically up and down terrain that is climbable. Moving vertically costs double the distance moved. For
instance, 1” of movement would be treated as 2” of movement. Climbable terrain does not include
things like stairs or slopes, but rather refers to terrain that requires some effort to
scale (such as a ladder or cliff).
To get down a climbable terrain, you can also fall, which will not cost movement but may induce the model to be damaged.

Dense
Models can see into this terrain, but not through it. Models outside the dense terrain may draw LoS to targets within the
terrain. Models may ignore the dense trait of terrain that they are within, when drawing LoS. Otherwise, the terrain is
considered blocking.

Enclosed

Models without the Incorporeal ability which begin their movement outside of this terrain may not use Abilities or Actions to
ignore this terrain if they are ending their move inside of it. Models without Incorporeal lose any Abilities and Actions which
allow them to ignore terrain while moving while inside of this terrain. However, models act normally while on top of this
terrain and while ending a move on top of this terrain. (For Example: A Nephilim may fly over a building or take flight from its
rooftop, but may not teleport through the wall.)

Hard Cover

This terrain deflects ranged Attacks and makes landing a meaningful shot more difficult. This piece of terrain grants hard
cover.

A model will gain the benefits of cover from a Projectile Attack when any LoS line between the Attacking model and the target
model can be drawn through any terrain with the soft or hard cover traits that is within 1” of the target model.
Terrain with the hard cover trait will grant hard cover which imposes a negative flip to the Attack and damage flip of any
Projectile Attack Actions.

Soft Cover

This terrain obscures vision and makes shooting through it more difficult. This piece of terrain grants soft cover.
A model will gain the benefits of cover from a Projectile Attack when any LoS line between the Attacking model and the target
model can be drawn through any terrain with the soft or hard cover traits that is within 1” of the target model.
Terrain with the soft cover trait will grant soft cover which imposes a negative flip to the Attack flip of any Projectile Attack
Actions.

Hazardous

Terrain that is considered hazardous deals damage to models that Activate while within it, or enter it (if they are pushed,
moved, or placed within the terrain). All hazardous terrain deals 1/2/4 damage by default, but some may cause greater
damage if both players wish. The opposing player flips for hazardous terrain damage, which may not be cheated. A model
may only suffer damage from each piece of hazardous terrain once during each Turn; it is immune to further damage from
that piece of terrain during that Turn.

Impassable
Models cannot enter impassable areas of terrain, which includes moving through the walls of a building or into other solid
objects.

Severe
Areas of severe terrain slow a model’s movement. Moving through severe terrain costs double the distance moved. For
instance, 1” of movement would be treated as 2” of movement.

Vantage Point
Some terrain will provide a visual advantage to models on top of it. If a piece of terrain is at least Ht 2 and a model can stand
on it (such as the roof of a building) it can be defined as a vantage point.



Model rules related to terrain

Unimpeded Unimpeded models ignore penalties for severe terrain when moving.

Flight

Flight models are immune to falling damage and may ignore any terrain or models while
moving.

A model with Flight ignores terrain for all purposes while moving (except for drawing
LOS). However, the distance the model moves is still limited by the length of the move the
model is allowed to take. Add the distance the model moved horizontally in relationship
to its starting point to the distance the model moved vertically upwards (downwards
movement is falling and it is never counted against a model’s movement total) in relationship
to its starting point. This value may not exceed the distance allowed by the move the
model was making.

For example, a model with a Wk of 6 and Flight declares a Walk Action. It is on a Ht 3 building
and wishes to move to a point on a separate terrain piece (a Ht 5 building) which is 3" away. It
takes the model 5" of movement to get there (3" of horizontal movement and 2" of vertical
movement because the difference between the Heights of the buildings is 2, and the model is
moving upwards). Since the model has a Wk of 6, it can make it to the desired point on the Ht
5 building and still has 1" of movement to use as it wishes once it gets there.

Incorporeal

This model ignores, and is ignored by, other models and terrain during any movement or push.
Reduce all damage this model suffers from Sh and Ml Attack Actions by half.

Incorporeal models move in the same way as models with flight, though they may take falling
damage if the end point of their move is on a lower Ht, depending on the terrain.



Terrain areas

Terrain areas represent zones on the gaming table that hinder the movement of the models.

They can even be dangerous to go through.

Some of them, like caustic pools, provide a dense fog that blocks LOS and can provide cover.

For convenience, deep water is considered impassable. Shallow water can be crossed though, although it is a severe terrain.

https://miniatureworldmaker.com.au/images/products/medium/C52e.jpg

http://privateerpress.com/hobby/hobby-blog/cryxian-bile-reservoir

http://www.tinyworlds.co.uk/lava-toxic-sludge-pools-scenery

http://www.tinyworlds.co.uk/blog/swamp-scenery-basing/
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otherwise 
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Rough terrain area (rumbles, crop field, torrent, 
shallow water, swamp…)

0 X X

Deep water 0 X X

Caustic pools, burning ashes or other fog 
generating damaging terrain areas

0 X X X X

Trapped areas, piranha pools, other damaging 
terrain areas

0 X X



Forests

Forests are areas covered by dense vegetation. They hinder the movement of many models but provide them cover from shootings.

The forests can include obstacles represented by trees inside them. The trees are pieces of terrain (not an abstraction as 
in some other miniature games. They are impassable but provide hard cover to the models hidden by them.

Terrain
Ht unlees
otherwise 
told by TO

Blocking Climbable Dense Enclosed 
Hard 
Cover

Hazardous Impassable Severe Soft CoverStops Pushes
Eligible for 
deployment

Forest areas 5 X X X X

Trees 5 X X X X

https://countofaverland.wordpress.com/2015/08/07/review-citadel-forest/



Terrain
Ht unlees
otherwise 
told by TO

Blocking Climbable Dense Enclosed Hard Cover Hazardous Impassable SevereSoft Cover
Stops 

Pushes
Eligible for 
deployment

Walls and other 
metal/stone/brick solid 
linear obstacles

1 X

You cannot 
stand on the 

linear 
obstacle.

X You cannot 
stand on the 

linear 
obstacle.
+1’’ to go 
through

X

Fences (metal or wood) 
and other non-damaging 
linear obstacles

1 X X

Barbed wires and other 
damaging linear obstacles

1 X X

Linear Obstacles

Linear Obstacles are pieces of terrain which usually provide cover and whether hinder the movement of the models or deal damage to 
them.

To simplify the gameplay, they are all considered Ht 1. They are all considered 1’’ thick. A model without terrain related special 
rule thus needs +1’’ to go through.

The metal/stone/brick obstacles are blocking and provide hard cover while the less solid obstacles such as fences (in wood or metal) 
or grids only provide soft cover.

Barbed wires and other non solid damaging obstacles are not severe but hazardous.

Non of the linear obstacles block pushes.

A model cannot finish its movement or push on a linear obstacle. It stops before it if it does not have any movement to 
go through (and does not take damage if the linear obstacle was hazardous). 

https://minilabmodels.wordpress.com/tag/fences/

http://privateerpressforums.com/showthread.php?173925-TheRat-does-Steamroller-terrain



Obstacles

Obstacles are non-linear pieces of terrain that block movement and provide cover to the models behind them.

https://fr.pinterest.com/pin/265008759293758078/

https://fr.pinterest.com/pin/446911962995048990/

https://fr.pinterest.com/jochemvanh/mordheim/

Terrain
Ht unless 

otherwise told 
by TO

Blocking Climbable Dense Enclosed 
Hard 
Cover

Hazardous Impassable Severe
Soft 

Cover
Stops 

Pushes
Eligible for 
deployment

Miscellaneous obstacles 
(crates, giant mushrooms, 
trees…)

5 X X X X



Buildings & Vehicles

Buildings & Vehicles are big pieces of terrain that can sometimes be interacted with. 

If ladders, stairs or other climbing access permit, they can be climbed.

Some buildings include enclosed portions (under canopies or within the buildings themselves). LOS towards the enclosed portions 
are determined normally. 

Open windows / doors / walls… donnot block LOS.

Buildings can provide vantage points (see next slide) but, as a general basis, non flat rooftops are still impassable.

http://plastcraftgames.com/en/colored-malifaux/126-train-halt.html

http://plastcraftgames.com/en/malifaux/120-downtown-building.html

Terrain
Ht unless 
otherwise 
told by TO

Blocking Climbable Dense Enclosed 
Hard 
Cover

Hazardou
s 

Impassab
le

Severe Soft Cover
Stops 
Pushes

Eligible for 
deployment

Buildings or Ruins, 
Vehicles

5 X

Only via 
stairs, 

ladders or 
other 

climbing 
access

If entering 
is allowed

X X X Enclosed part

http://www.customeeple.com/product/malifaux-transdimensional/



Vantage points & Falling

Terrain which is Ht 2 or greater, and that models may stand on (such as the roof of a building), is considered vantage point

terrain. When the acting model is on (or is targeting a model on) vantage point terrain, then LoS lines must be drawn

diagonally, rather than using a top down view. If the model on vantage point terrain is within its Ht of the ledge it is standing

on then ignore the ledge it is standing on when drawing LoS.

Drawing LoS lines diagonally is similar to drawing them normally, with a few exceptions:

• Models between the acting and target model which are below the vantage point model are ignored.

• Terrain that is equal to or less than the Ht of the lower model is ignored for LoS (but not cover).

• Any LoS lines which pass over the base of blocking terrain (which isn’t otherwise ignored) at a point within the

terrain’s Ht are considered blocked.

• Cover is determined normally.

If the acting model and the target model are both on vantage point terrain with the same Height, LoS is drawn normally. Range is

not affected by the vantage point, and is therefore checked in the normal top down manner.

http://plastcraftgames.com/en/colored-malifaux/127-swamp-walkway-set.html

http://plastcraftgames.com/en/malifaux/123-sewers-walkway-set.html

Falling Models moving off elevations and falling suffer no damage if the fall was 2” or less. If the fall was more than 2”

the fall deals 1 damage per 1”, or fraction thereof, fallen.

Example: A model that falls off of a Ht 4 cliff would suffer 4 damage. A model that falls from a Ht 6 cliff but lands on a Ht 3 surface

would suffer 3 damage.



Pushes

A push is an effect that moves a model in a straight line, such as an explosive force shoving a model back, or a model being

thrown by a larger friend. Talents that cause a push (instead of a move) will state that the effect is a push.

A push is not a normal move, and it does not count as a “move” for rules purposes. Pushes are not affected by severe

terrain.

Usually, when a model is pushed it must be moved as close to the maximum distance of the push as possible, in a

straight line. However, some push effects will state that a model is pushed “up to” a distance. In this case, the controller of the

pushing effect may choose how far the model is pushed, up to the maximum distance.

Some game effects require a model to be pushed in relation to another object, such as towards or away from another

model. When this happens the model must move in a straight line while obeying these restrictions, moving directly

towards (or away from) the specified object.

The pushed model cannot pass through impassable objects (such as other models, or walls) or climb. If a pushed

model comes into contact with an object that is impassable, the pushed model stops in base contact with the object.

Models which fall due to a push, fall immediately (models also generally fall immediately during regular movement unless they

have Flight or Incorporeal). The model would be pushed off of the ledge and then immediately fall and take any necessary

falling damage upon reaching the ground. Then, if there is any distance left required by the push (and the model is still

in play), it will push the remaining distance.


